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CrazyBunch is a small, agile company consis-
ting of experienced game developers.

We see ourselves as a quality-oriented studio, 
which creates outstanding gaming experiences 
with high quality gameplay.

We would be glad to support your team during 
the production of video games and virtual 
reality applications or take over the whole 
development of your project.

With the help of our rapid-prototying you can 
early identify the flaws of a concept and get rid 
of them to fully concentrate on the strengths of 
your idea.

We also assist you with expanding your target 
groups by porting your existing projects to 
additional platforms.

With many years of experience in the video 
game industry and our focus on Unity3D we 
are the perfect partner for your requests.

http://crazybunch.biz/
team@crazybunch.biz
https://www.facebook.com/crazybunchteam
https://twitter.com/crazybunchteam
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  PORTING

 RAPID PROTOTYPING

 CUSTOM UNITY PLUGINS

ADVERTISING APPs AND  EXHIBITION INSTALLATIONS

 SUPPORT FOR BIG TEAMS

 VIRTUAL REALITY

We develop and port games for various platforms. We are experienced with Windows, 
Mac OS X, Android, iOS, Oculus Rift and the Gear VR. We constantly expand our 
knowledge and have proven many times, that we can easily adopt new platforms.

From gameplay mechanics and technical checks to physical and digital prototypes: we 
can easily help you identify the strenghts and flaws of your idea. Fast iterations and 
scalability is our main focus. 

We are always interested to provide artists and designers with productive work en-
vironments. That‘s why we develop Unity3D editor-plugins and C# interfaces to 
native libraries. Due to our experience we know, which tools are needed to maximize 
the productivity of your co-workers. Usability and the streamlining of workflows are our 
top priority.

For our clients, we develop customized products for your campaign or exhibition, 
which exite and fascinate. We always deliver on time.

We are already now experts in the development of Virtual Reality applications. We assist 
companies during the entire development process and help with conception, consul-
ting and technical implementation. You want to experience Virtual Reality yourself? 
We would be glad to show you some tech demos and applications at our or your office.

We are teamplayers! Our experience in the industry - also in lead positions - qualifies us 
for most development tasks. We know which tasks to tackle to guarantee the success of 
your development. Even under time pressure we deliver the best quality possible. 
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  ALEXANDER KRAUS, GAME DESIGNER
After his studies at the Games Academy in Berlin, Alex started his career at Daedalic 
Entertainment GmbH. He worked on many award-winning games, such as The Deponia 
Trilogy and Harvey‘s New Eyes. Due to many years of experience in the game industry 
he acquired deep knowledge of the highs and lows of game development and  further 
improved his design skills. Alex‘ expertise lies in many different fields of game design 
which he uses to create great games, everyone can enjoy.

  MALTE SCHMIDT, COMPOSER and SOUND DESIGNER
During his studies of musicology, Malte composed soundtracks for several student film 
projects. Later on, Malte was responsible for the entire music department for projects 
like FreudBot from Slash Games and Break A Brick from CrazyBunch. At Daedalic En-
tertainment he worked as a sound designer for Anna‘s Quest and advised componist 
Kaden Green. Malte has mastered several musical styles from classical and ethnic music 
to chiptune and epic orchestration. He plays various instruments, always pushes himself 
to the limits and is constantly trying to extend his musical knowledge. 

As a mathematician and computer scientist Heiner started working 2012 as a program-
mer at Daedalic Entertainment GmbH. Deponia 3, Memoria and The Night of the Rabbit 
are only few examples of the many award-winning projects Heiner worked on. Heiner 
loves to apply his math skills to the practical challenges of game development and to 
find new creative solutions to difficult problems. Due to his experience, Heiner is fami-
liar with all aspects of game development.

  HEINER SCHMIDT, ( TECH- ) PROGRAMMER

Kevin has always had a passion for computers and video games. In his youth he star-
ted programming his own little games and websites. After his apprenticeship at the 
Deutsche Telekom AG, Kevin studied computer sciences with focus on videogame en-
gineering. During this time, Kevin acquired knowledge and gained experience in vari-
ous fields. He worked as a lead programmer and scripter for Daedalic Entertainment‘s 
The Night of the Rabbit as well as a freelancer on various other projects. Kevin‘s broad 
knowledge and interests in all fields of game development allow him to solve versatile 
problems quickly and efficiently.

  KEVIN NIEDERELZ, ( GAMEPLAY- ) PROGRAMMER
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 BREAK A BRICK
    Project type:   Mobile F2P and 

   VR Premium App

    Genre:           2D Arcade Action Puzzle

    Platform:  Android and Gear VR

    Client:   Inhouse production

    Time:   3 months 

    Status:   Released

    Features:   One of the first games for  
   Samsung Gear VR

  ANNA‘S QUEST
  Project type:     Retail title

  Genre:             Point and Click Adventure

  Platform:    Windows, Mac OST X, 

     SteamOS + Linux

  Client:     Daedalic Entertianment   

     GmbH

  Contract duration:   2 months 

  Status:      Released

Discretion is very important for us and our clients. That‘s why we only list customers and projects who 
granted us a publication permission.

  A NEW BEGINNING MOBILE
  Project type:     Mobile Premium App

  Genre:             Point and Click Adventure

  Platform:    iOS (Pad)

  Client:     Daedalic Entertianment   

     GmbH

  Contract duration:  2 months

  Status:      Released 
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  MEMORE BOX
  Project type:     Therapeutic game against

     dementia
  Genre:             Serious Game

  Platform:    Windows

  Kunde:     RetroBrain R&D UG

  Contract duration:  2 months 

  Status:      In development

  Features:     Gesture controls with 
     Microsoft Kinect

 SPLIT‘S GROßE REISE
  Project type:   Mobile advertising game

  Genre:           Puzzle

  Platform:  Android and iOS

  Client:   IF Games and Boutiq

  Contract duration: 3 weeks 

  Status:    Released
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RetroBrain UG 
(haftungsbeschränkt)

- Manouchehr Shamsrizi, 
Co-Founder & Co-CEO, RetroBrain

- Tahsin Avci, CEO, Pop Rocket Studios GmbH

„CrazyBunch have supported us with their expertise in 
the areas of scene scripting + staging, script program-
ming, sound design, QA and project management for our 
adventure game “Anna’s Quest”. They are hard-working, 
highly committed industry professionals who always 
strive to get the best quality out of a project. They are 
organized and communicative and have been of great 
help to us to finish the development. I can recommend 
CrazyBunch 100% as a reliable and flexible partner.“

- Tom Kersten, 
Producer & Digital Sales Manager, 

Daedalic Entertainment GmbH

* The rights of the logos shown here are propertie of their respective owner

„You can fully  rely on this experienced team: high exper-
tise, high speed and a high realization quality.“

„A highly complex project like our Memore-Box, where 
interdisciplinary thinking and entrepreneurial handling 
with both internal and external ressources is required, 
can‘t be realzied with a run-of-the-mine team. Our mul-
tilevel cooperation with the experts from CrazyBunch 
was a high and sustainable success, and we‘re looking 
forward to new opportunities working technological and 
technical together on new strategic farsighted projects 
in the future.“
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- Philipp Zünd, 
Head of Client Services & Business Development, 

IF Games

„Anna‘s Quest simply could not have been made without 
the help of the Crazy Bunch - their experience and de-
dication to the project not only brought the seemingly 
insurmountable amount of work left to completion, but 
also gave the game fresh new ideas and insight that 
would have otherwise been sorely missed. As director of 
the game, I couldn‘t have been happier with the way the 
motivated, collaborative group work, and can only hope 
I have the opportunity to work with them again.“

- Dane Krams, Creative Director, Krams Design

* The rights of the logos shown here are propertie of their respective owner

„CrazyBunch‘s flexible team structure and high experti-
se makes them a perfect partner, especially for projects 
with a high time pressure. They know exactly how to ap-
proach a project to guarantee its successfull realization.“


